Abstract. We give a proof of Pesin entropy formula in a very general setting.
only the Pesin theory of invariant manifolds, this proof is in fact rather simple. It allows us also to identify the Pinsker algebra of the system, that is the a-algebra of sets A such that the mean entropy h(<f>, y A ) of the partition y A = {A, M\A} is zero. The proof given here follows Pesin. One of our aims is to make it understandable by a large readership. Except for the knowledge of results stated in [6] (propositions 1.1 and 3.3 below) and for elementary entropy theory (see [16] ), this paper is self contained. The notation used is the same as in [6] and is not explained here. If the reader is interested only in C 1+e diffeomorphisms of a compact manifold M, he may, in what follows, put Sl a .y=Cl a =N=M.
(1.2). The subset A<=M is defined in § 3 of [6] . Let A s-r-a = A s>r n Cl a (see § § 3 and 4 of [6] ), where 0 < a < 1, a = a (s, r), is so big that all results of [6] are applicable. Let us denote also A+ r>a = A + n A s , r , a and P + = \J A s t r ,«.
sal.ral
The local unstable manifold of <j> (i.e. the local stable manifold for <f>~1) passing through x € P + and constructed in [6] will be denoted here by Vi oc (x) . Let us denote V(x)= {x} for x elsewhere.
We call V(x) the global unstable manifold passing through x. Let us also note that (j. (A + ) = fj, (P + ) and that P + is <f> invariant. Theorem 1.1 is proved in our framework exactly in the same way as in [14] or in [18] . Let us note that the proof of (1.1.5) is easy if derived from the estimates obtained in the proof of theorem 6.1 from [6] .
Let us remark also that the partition of N in global unstable manifolds can also be defined (mod 0) as the classes of the following equivalence relation between the points x and y lim sup -log p (<J>~" (x), #-"(y)) < 0 n-»oo n (see theorem 6.1. from [6] and the very definition of unstable manifolds). We will call this partition the global unstable foliation and we will denote it by V.
In what follows, we shall use the notions of measurable partitions and conditional measures (see [16] ).
Let £ be a measurable partition of M. For x eAf, we denote Q(x) the element of the partition £ which contains the point x and {/*c £ (x)}xeM the set of conditional measures defined by fi on the elements {C ( (x)} xeM of the partition f. If /x is another measurable partition, then £ =£M means that for /u, almost every x&M one has C^ix)<=• C e (x). By Ji we denote the cr-algebra of all measurable subsets of M.
The global unstable foliation defined in § 1.2 is generally not a measurable partition. But we may consider the cr-algebra M v consisting of the measurable subsets of M which are the union of unstable manifolds (AeMv iff AeJi and XBA implies V{x)<=A).
We shall also consider measures which are in some sense well disintegrated by the global unstable foliation. For if W is a manifold imbedded in N, W inherits from N a Riemannian structure and hence a Riemannian measure that we shall call the induced measure on W. We denote /JL X the induced measure on V(x). Definition 1. A measure /A on M will be called absolutely continuous with respect to the global unstable foliation of <t > iff for any measurable partition £ of M such that Q ( x ) c V(x) and / A X ( Q ( X ) ) > 0 for JU. almost every xeP + , the conditional measures MQU) are absolutely continuous with respect to the induced measure fi x .
This property could also be called quasi-invariance by the global unstable foliation (think of the foliation by the orbits of a flow, for instance).
A short name ought to be Sinai measures. In fact Sinai did stress the importance of that property in [21] and in a lot of examples, the existence of such a measure is the key property for explaining 'stochastic' properties of the system (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [13] , [14] , [19] ). One is led to believe (see [20] ) that measures absolutely continuous with respect to the unstable foliation play the same role and have the same importance for multidimensional systems as absolutely continuous invariant measures do in the theory of maps of an interval. The result proved in this paper is the easiest step in that direction.
Let us now recall conditions (2.1) and (2.2) from [6] concerning the ^-invariant measure /JL. The above characterization of Pinsker cr-algebra was given by la. B. Pesin in [14] . Before proving theorem 1.2, we want to emphasize that you can exchange the role of 4> and 4>" 1 in all that is written here, thus replacing in every place unstable by stable and vice versa. The characterization we give is more 'natural' because it relates entropy and the coefficient of expansion of the volume.
If A is a linear operator between two Euclidean spaces of the same finite dimension m, we denote A A " the ifc' th exterior power of A. Let us denote
With this notation, it follows from [17] (see also [8] ) that \x almost everywhere I *,(*)= lim-log 11(^)1 (1.3)
f ( I x,(*)W(x)=lim-f log\\(dQW\\dn(x).
•>M Vxi(x>>0 / n-»°o n JM Thus, the Pesin entropy formula may be also written as follows:
We even conjecture that (1.4) or equivalently (1.2) is a characteristic property •of Sinai measures, thus following the analogy with the one-dimensional case [9] .
(1.4). The absolute continuity theorem proved for diffeomorphisms of compact manifolds in [15] and for the mappings with singularities in [7] asserts that if ^t is an absolutely continuous measure on N, then (j. is absolutely continuous with respect to both global unstable and global stable foliation of <&.
It is interesting to note that the measures which are absolutely continuous with respect to global unstable (or stable) foliation of <J> but which are not absolutely continuous occur very frequently in Anosov and related dynamical systems (see [22] and [3] ).
Preliminaries
(2.1). If H is a finite dimensional Euclidean space, we denote Vol H the volume on H. Let E and F be two Euclidean spaces of the same dimension, E\ <= E be a linear subspace of E and A : £ -> F a linear mapping. Let us define
where U is an arbitrary open and bounded subset of E x , F\ is an arbitrary linear subspace of F of the same dimension as E x and A(U) c F i . We also denote Let X and Y be two Riemannian manifolds of the same finite dimension and where both sides may be equal +00. As -log g -* 0 ix almost everywhere, n we have therefore
On the other hand, we know, as 0 < g < 00 fx almost everywhere, that -log ( g°r -) n converges to 0 in measure, because T preserves the measure ix. Thus there is a sequence n,^+oo such that lim -log (g ° T n ') = 0 ix almost everywhere.
This implies K(x) = 0 ix almost everywhere and proves (2.1) and (2.2).
• Let . We write down the proof here for the sake of completeness. PROPOSITION 
Let Mi be the cr-algebra of the $ invariant subsets of M. Then
Proof. We shall prove an equivalent inclusion This will at once prove the estimation of entropy from below and hence formula (1.2). The characterization of the Pinsker a-algebra comes by applying proposition 2.4 also to the partition 17. Let us remark also that there is nothing to prove in theorem 1.2 if fi(P + ) = 0. The entropy of IJ. is zero (see [8] ) and formula (1.2) is true. The Pinsker cr-algebra is thus M and as V(x) = x (j. almost everywhere, M v also coincides (mod 0) with M.
In general, when 0</x(P + )<l, theorem 1.2 follows clearly because / A can be written as with fii(P + ) = 1 and fi. 2 
This shows that to finish the proof we have only to construct a partition 17 satisfying (2.5) and (2.6) in the case when fi{P + ) = 1, and this is what the rest of the paper is devoted to. 3 . Construction of the partition TJ (3.1). In this section we construct a measurable partition satisfying (2.5) for which we compute the entropy in § 4. More precisely we want to prove Let us emphasize before proving proposition 3.1 that the absolute continuity of the measure /x with respect to the global unstable foliation does not play any role in this section.
We want also to point out one meaning of (3.1.3); we have already said that fi being absolutely continuous with respect to the global unstable foliation means that fx, is quasi-invariant for the equivalence relation V: x~y iff there exists z such that x,ye V(z). In that framework, it follows easily from (3.1.3) that the measured equivalence relation (M, IA;V) is hyperflnite.
The second property in (3.1.3) is a reformulation of the first one. Note that Therefore implies clearly that M v <^M^n for all n and that any measurable set which is in all Mv-n belongs to M v .
(3.2). We first prove a general lemma from measure theory (see also [9, lemma 3.1]). It is easy to see the N a _ k can be covered by bad intervals Q fc , 1 < / < S{k), so that any point meets at most two bad intervals. We have (3.4). We will now prove proposition 3.1 in a particular case. We choose / and x e A ( such that IM(S{X, r))>0 for all r, 0 < r < r ( . This is possible by choosing first / such that / A ( A ( ) > 0 and then x in the support of the trace of the measure /u. on A/. For any r, 0 < r < r h we consider the partition £ r of M denned by all the sets for y e A,nfl(i, e(l)r) and the set M\S(x, r). From (3.3.3) it follows clearly that £. is a measurable partition of M.
We define rj r = V"=o <£>"&• The partition TJ of lemma 3.1 will be a partition Tj r for some r, 0 < r s r h that we choose later. Let us define S r = U *"5(x, r).
We now prove properties (3.1.1)-(3.1.5) when /t(S r ) = 1. Let us first prove our claim. LetzeLJiA;, y e V(z) andp v (y, z)</8 r (z). We have to check that for any n > 0 y, S(x, r) ) <pv(<J>~ny, <&-"z) which would contradict (3.2). Thus only (i) and (ii) occur, which proves the claim.
We will now choose r, 0 < r < r, such that /3 r > 0 [/, almost everywhere. We will even show that for Lebesgue almost every choice of r, 0 < r < r t @ r > 0 /x almost everywhere.
Let x eM. Let v be the finite non-negative measure on [0, r{\ defined by and let p be an integer, p > 1. We get by proposition 3.2, applied to a = e~C The set is at most countable and for r in ( P l p a i^p )^ we have clearly /S r >0 fi almost everywhere. This completes the proof of (3.1.2).
Fix r e ( H P a i K P )\?F and omit the subscript r in /3 ra £, y r etc., except S r . On the other hand, let y be in V(z). By (1.1.5) we have \im n^pv (<i>-n y,<i>-n z) = 0.
The invariance of n implies 1 " lim-S /3($ 'z)>0 fji almost everywhere " n j = i and hence there will be some n as large as we want such that By the proof of (3.1.2), we have <J>~"y € C v (<f>~"z). Therefore for any y e V(z) there exists some n such that y (3.1.3) is proved.
(3.1.4). To show that the partitions {$"rj} n€ z generate M, we will show that any two different points y and z of a set of full measure in S, are separated by some partition <l>~"i7, n > 1. Suppose y belongs to infinitely many <t>~"S(jc, r) and that <J>~nCTj(z) = $>~nC IJ .{z) for all n. <J>"z and O"y are infinitely often in the same local unstable manifold and by (3.3.5) p v {y,z)<2B,renC '.
Therefore p v (y, z) = 0 and they coincide. 
